ABBOTT PAPERS.
Call #: (MF) KF 40

CORRESPONDENCE OF GRACE ABBOTT AND HOMER FOLKS.
Call #: (MF) KF 41 (1 reel)
Summary: This collection contains the correspondence of Grace Abbott from 1916-1939 with the National Child Labor Committee concerning a proposed child labor amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Social activist and reformer Grace Abbott (1878-1939) began her long public service career working with Jane Adams at Hull House and concluded it by helping Franklin Delano Roosevelt plan the Social Security Act.

AMERICAN WOMEN’S DIARIES. SEGMENT I: NEW ENGLAND WOMEN. SEGMENT II: SOUTHERN WOMEN.
Call #: (MF) CT 4
Call #: (MFC) CT 3260.G84x 1984, V. 1-2 print index.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AMERICAN WOMEN.
Call #: (MF) HQ 95 (47 reels)
Summary: The bibliography contains approximately 50,000 titles and covers monographs written by women in all major fields of study, from 1500-1904.

CLUB WOMAN
Call #: (MF) HQ 08

COLONIAL DISCOURSES SERIES ONE: WOMEN, TRAVEL, AND EMPIRE, 1660-1914. PART 1: EARLY TRAVEL ACCOUNTS BY WOMEN AND WOMEN’S EXPERIENCES IN INDIA, AFRICA, AUSTRALIA, AND CANADA.
Call #: (MF) PR 168 (24 reels)
Call #: (MFC) PR 1309.W7 C65x 1999 print index.

COMING NATION
Call #: (MF) HA 013

CORNELL UNIVERSITY COLLECTION OF WOMEN’S RIGHTS PAMPHLETS, 1814-1912.
CALL #: (MC) HQ 1
Call #: (MFC) HQ 1423.C7x print index.
Summary: The 117 pamphlets in this collection cover topics such as the political independence of women and militant methods for achieving women’s rights.
DIARY OF BEATRICE WEBB, 1873-1943.
Call #: (MF) HX 1
Summary: Beatrice Potter Webb (1858-1943) was a British social reformer and economist who, along with Sidney Webb, co-founded the London School of Economic and Political Science.

DOROTHEA LANGE: FARM SECURITY ADMINISTRATION PHOTOGRAPHS, 1935-1939
Call #: (MC) HN 2
Summary: Library of Congress/with writings by Paul S. Taylor. Dorothea Lange’s famous photographs of America’s rural poor during the Great Depression.

EQUAL RIGHTS
Call #: (MF) HQ 017

FEDERATION OF JEWISH WOMEN’S ORGANIZATIONS OF MILWAUKEE.
RECORDS 1929-1981.
Call #: Milwaukee Micro Collection 52 (3 microfilm reels)
Summary: Records of an organization founded in 1925 that coordinated the activities of philanthropic and cultural Jewish women's organizations in Milwaukee. The collection is described online at: http://www.uwm.edu/Libraries/arch/findaids/micro52.htm. Organizations such as the Federation also played an important role in the lives of immigrant Jewish women.

HERSTORY. THE INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S HISTORY PERIODICAL ARCHIVE
Call #: (MF) HQ 69–75
Call #: (MFC) HQ 1426 .W651x v.1-2. Print index.
Summary: This publication includes 821 newsletters, journals, and newspapers on women’s issues that were produced by civic, professional, religious, and political groups.

HISTORY OF NURSING. PART 1. THE ADELAIDE NUTTING HISTORICAL NURSING COLLECTION.
Call #: (MC) RT 5 (3,500 fiche)
Call #: (MFC) RT 31 .H57 1983 v.1. print Index.

INDIAN’S FRIEND.
Summary: Official organ of the Women's National Indian Association, 1888-1901. Women who were interested in the cause of American Indians founded the Women's National Indian Association in the late 19th century. Amelia S. Quinton, an early and active member, wrote a short history of the Association for the 1893 Columbian Exposition.

KEYSTONE
Call #: (MF) HQ 09
**LADIES’ GARMENT WORKER**  
Call #: (MF) HQ 010

**LADY’S FRIEND**  
Call #: (MF) HQ 011

**LIFE AND LABOR**  
Call #: (MF) HA 012

**LILY**  
Call #: (MF) HV 01

**NATIONAL CITIZEN/BALLOT BOX**  
Call #: (MF) JK 08

**NATIONAL WOMAN’S PARTY PAPERS, 1913-1974.**  
Call #: (MF) HQ 82 (179 reels)  
Call #: (MFC) HQ 1904 .N38x print index  
Summary: The National Woman’s Party was founded in 1913 by Alice Paul (pictured at left.) The materials in this collection record the activities of the Party from its militant support of the 1920 Suffrage Amendment, through its 50-year struggle to ratify the Equal Rights Amendment.

**OTHER WOMAN**  
Call #: (MF) HQ 03

**PAPERS OF ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, 1933-1945.**  
Call #: (MF) E 206  
Call #: (MFC) E 807.1 .R48 1986 print index.  
Summary: Read a selection of Mrs. Roosevelt’s correspondence, articles and speeches at *The Eleanor Roosevelt Papers:*

**PAPERS OF THE WOMEN’S TRADE UNION LEAGUE AND ITS PRINCIPAL LEADERS.**  
Call #: (MF) HD 156  
Call #: (MFC) HD 6079.2 .U5 P36 print index  
Summary: This collection chronicles the activities of the WTUL on national and local levels, providing an in-depth look at its leaders and work in politics and social reform movements (1901-1950).

**PIONEER WOMEN OF THE WEST. MRS. ELIZABETH FRIES LUMMIS ELLET, 1818-1877.**  
Call #: (MC) F 4
POLANKI, THE POLISH WOMEN'S CULTURAL CLUB OF MILWAUKEE (WIS.).
Call #: Milwaukee Micro Collection 39
Call #: Milwaukee Manuscript Collection 74 (Print items located in Archives.)
Summary: Records of a club organized in 1953 to create interest in Polish culture
and traditions, inspire American Poles with pride in their heritage, and
sponsor the Polish exhibit and booth at the city's annual folk fair. The
collection is described online at:
http://www.uwm.edu/Library/arch/findaids/mss074.htm

PROGRESSIVE WOMAN
Call #: (MF) HQ 013

QUAKER WOMEN'S DIARIES, 18TH-19TH CENTURIES.
Call #: (MF) BX 60
Call #: (MFC) BX 7793 .Q34x 1979 print index.

RECORDS OF THE BUREAU OF VOCATIONAL INFORMATION, 1908-1932.
Call #: (MF) HF 63
Call #: (MFC) HF 5382.65 .B87 1991 print index.
Summary: The Bureau of Vocational Education (BVI) was originally founded in
1911 as the Intercollegiate Bureau of Occupations. According to an early
director, Emma P. Hirth, "The purpose of this organization...is to gather
and distribute information concerning vocational opportunities for trained
women".

REMINISCENCES OF FRANCES PERKINS. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY ORAL
HISTORY COLLECTION PART III
Call #: (MC) E 17
Call #: (MFC) AI .O7 print index.
Summary: Frances Perkins (1880-1965) was the first women to hold a
presidential cabinet position. She served as Secretary of Labor under
Franklin Delano Roosevelt for 12 years and was involved in planning New
Deal programs, particularly, the Social Security Act.

REVOLUTION
Call #: (MF) HQ 05

STILETTO
Call #: (MF) AP 037

SUFFRAGIST
Call #: (MF) JK 03
SURVEY ASSOCIATES RECORDS. PART I: THE "FORGET-ME-NOT" FILES
Call #: (MF) HV 115
Call #: (MFC) HV 91 .S93x 1985 print index.
Summary: The journal *Survey*, published from 1909 to 1952, reported on and influenced the social and public policy issues of the day. Part I of the Records contains working and personal correspondence between the

UNA
Call #: (MF) HQ 07

VOICE OF WOMEN
Call #: HQ 04

WESTERN WOMAN VOTER
Call #: JK 05

WHAT WOMEN WROTE: SCENARIOS, 1912-1929.
Call #: (MF) PN 107
Summary: Women played an important role in the early motion picture industry, particularly as writers. This collection includes scenarios (screenplays) by 39 women, including several by well-known writers Sarah Bernhardt, Dorothy Gish, and Anita Loos.

WOMAN REBEL
Call #: (MF) HQ 015

WOMAN VOTER
Call #: (MF) JK 07

WOMAN WORKER
Call #: (MF) HQ 016

WOMAN’S COLUMN
Call #: (MF) HQ 09

WOMAN’S PROTEST
Call #: (MF) JK 04

WOMEN AND CHILD WAGE EARNERS IN THE UNITED STATES, VOLUMES 1-19.
Call #: (MF) HD 129
Summary: This is a comprehensive historical and socio-economic study compiled by the Bureau of Labor Study from 1910-1912. It is considered one of the classic resource documents on child and women labor abuses. For more information on women and work during the late 19th and early 20th centuries, visit this online exhibit at the Harvard University Library Open Collections Program: [http://ocp.hul.harvard.edu/ww/](http://ocp.hul.harvard.edu/ww/).
WOMEN AND HEALTH. WOMEN'S HISTORY RESEARCH CENTER, 1974
Call #: (MF) HQ 76
Call #: (MFC) HQ 1426 .W653x print index.

WOMEN AND LAW. WOMEN'S HISTORY RESEARCH CENTER, 1974
Call #: (MF) HQ 77 (40 reels)
Call #: (MFC) HQ1426 .W654x print index.
Summary: Section I. Law/General; Section II. Politics; Section III. Employment;
Section IV. Education; Section V. Rape/Prison/Prostitution; Section VI.
Black and Third World Women and Law.

WOMEN'S NATIONAL INDIAN ASSOCIATION: ANNUAL MEETING AND REPORT,
1883-1938.
Call #: (MC) E 0126 (26 fiche)

YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION (MILWAUKEE, WIS.) RECORDS,
1892-1961.
Call #: Milwaukee Micro 4
Call #: Milwaukee Manuscript Collection BH (print material available in Archives)
Summary: The microfilm contains minutes of the Board of Managers, annual
meetings, Board of Trustees, and Board of Directors from 1898-1921. The
entire collection is described online at:
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